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SU
UMMARY
This Infformation Paper contain
ns details oof an inciddent involvinng a
consignm
ment of lithium
m ion batteries that were involved in a fire at Heatthrow
Airport, United
U
Kingd
dom on 12 Au
ugust 2015

1.

NTRODUCT
TION
IN

1.1
On 12
2 August 2015
5, a handling
g agent at Heeathrow Airpoort in the Unnited Kingdom
m was
breaking down
d
a pallett of cargo thatt had been un
nloaded from a non-UK carrgo aircraft thhat had arriveed that
day from Hong Kong. As some of th
he cargo was removed andd placed on a wooden palleet, smoke wass seen
emanating
g from one bo
ox contained in a woven plastic
p
bag, w
which was onee of several frrom a consignnment
on the airrcraft pallet. The
T handler removed
r
the box from thee bag and plaaced it away from the palllet. A
carbon dioxide type firre extinguish
her was used as
a smoke conntinued to em
manate from tthe box, but aafter a
few minutes, the smok
ke stopped an
nd so the box was opened uup and inspeccted further. Several pictuures of
the consig
gnment involv
ved in the inccident are inclluded at Appeendix A to thiis Informationn Paper.
1.2
The co
onsignment involved
i
in th
he incident cconsisted of 22 fibreboardd boxes, eachh one
wrapped in
i a green plaastic woven bag.
b
Each bo
ox contained 224 plastic shrrink-wrappedd cartons, eacch one
containing
g a replacem
ment laptop litthium ion baattery, also shhrink-wrappeed in plastic, cushioned onn two
sides with
hin the carton
n by a thin layer of foam
m padding. Eaach carton diisplayed a sm
mall version oof the
lithium baattery handlin
ng label, marrked as ‘Lithium ion batteery’. Each ouuter box boree a lithium bbattery
handling label, marked
d as ‘Lithium
m ion battery’.. Each plasticc bag bore a bblack and whhite lithium bbattery
handling label,
l
marked
d as ‘Lithium
m ion battery/llithium metal battery’, butt without the required telepphone
number.
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1.3
Upon inspection of the box that emitted smoke, it was found that one of the batteries in
one of the cartons had ignited and burnt through one side of the carton. There was scorching on the inside
surface of the outer box and to the cartons adjacent to the one that burned, but none of the other batteries
within the box appeared to have ignited and the outer surface of the box was not penetrated. It is unlikely
that the use of the carbon dioxide fire extinguisher had any effect on the fire and it is likely the fire selfextinguished once the cells within the battery were consumed.
1.4
There were two different designs of replacement laptop batteries within the consignment.
The one that was involved in the fire had a Watt/hour rating of 75Wh and was clearly intended to be a
non-OEM (non-Original Equipment Manufacturer) replacement for a well-known type of laptop, since it
included two small screwdrivers in a small plastic bag and instructions. The positioning of the
screwdrivers in the carton involved in the fire suggested that they did not play a part in causing the fire.
The other type of battery in the consignment was smaller and did not include screwdrivers, though was
also clearly a non-OEM replacement battery.
1.5
The boxes of batteries was part of a larger consignment of 71 pieces which was described
on the air waybill as containing:
“Camera accessories
Pet life jacket
Briefcase and bags
Wrist band
Camera
Headset
Lithium ion batteries in compliance with Section II of PI967”
1.6
The above statement of compliance with Section II of Packing Instruction 967 was not
correct since that packing instruction is only applicable to lithium ion batteries contained in equipment,
not lithium ion batteries on their own (UN3480), which are required to comply with Packing
Instruction 965. It should be noted that the aircraft operator had imposed a prohibition on the carriage of
lithium ion batteries on their own and therefore it is possible that there had been a deliberate attempt to
avoid the prohibition.
1.7
The batteries and cartons all bore a particular company name, not related to the
manufacturer of the laptops for which the batteries were intended as replacements and so this company
was contacted by the United Kingdom Civil Aviation Authority (UKCAA) and requested to supply
documentary evidence that the battery involved in the fire was of a type which had been subjected to the
tests required by Section 38.3 of the United Nations Manual of Tests and Criteria. In reply, the company
provided copies of a ‘Lithium Battery UN38.3 Test Report’ from a testing company, together with a
safety datasheet and ‘Certification for Safe Transport of Goods by Air’. All of these documents indicated
that the design of battery had passed the required tests.
1.8
The UKCAA contacted the testing company whose details and logo were on the
documents, but was advised that the Test Report was not genuine and they had not tested that design of
battery. The aircraft operator also contacted a different person from the test company and received the
same response.
1.9
A video taken from a security surveillance camera in the cargo facility at Heathrow
covering the area where the aircraft pallet was broken down was available and showed that the box in
question was fairly roughly handled when being placed on the wooden pallet. It is likely that this handling
initiated the fire.
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Investigation into the incident is continuing but in summary, the following points are
 The documentation indicating that the battery was of a type that had been subjected
to the tests specified in the UN Manual of Tests and Criteria appears to be
counterfeit;
 As a result, it appears unlikely that the battery type had been subjected to the
required tests;
 The air waybill incorrectly indicated the consignment contained lithium ion
batteries packed with equipment. Since the operator prohibits lithium ion batteries
on their own, it is possible that this statement may have been deliberate to avoid
that operator’s prohibition;
 The lithium battery handling labels visible on the outer plastic woven bags was not
the correct specification and did not provide the required information, but would
not have been an indication to the operator that the consignment had been
incorrectly described on the air waybill had it been checked; and
 It is likely that the cause of the battery igniting was due to the way in which it was
handled, but it is considered that the handling was not such that it would be
expected to cause a fire involving a battery that was of a type that passed the
required tests.
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APPENDIX
PHOTOGRAPHS

Photograph 1
Photograph showing some of the boxes in the consignment. In the background are further boxes being
removed from their green woven bags
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Photograph 2
Photograph of the open carton (lid at bottom of the photograph), showing the
general arrangement with two red screwdrivers in separate plastic bag.

Photograph 3
Photograph showing battery with foam cushioning and screwdrivers
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Photograph 4
Photograph showing burnt carton.

Photograph 5
Photograph showing general arrangement of cartons inside an outer box.
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Photograph 6
Photograph of card sleeve around carton

Photograph 7
Photograph of unaffected battery, foam padding (bottom of picture) and screwdrivers in carton
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